ABSTRACT

Analyze a language skills used to give each opinion. Method pair check is a method, which emphasizes the students to work together with friends and mutual correction in work in the discipline and responsibility. Therefore, the authors are interested in conducting research on learning to analyze staging drama by using method pair check on grade XI SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung years lessons 2016/2017.

The authors deduce Problems are: 1) Can author plan, doing, and assess learning analyze staging drama by using method pair check on grade XI SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung? ; 2) Can students of Class XI SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung analyze the performances of the play based on the motion of the characters, the fashion, the stage, sound, and lights?; 3) Effective method pair check used in analyzing learning staging dramas in the grade XI SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung? The purpose of this research is to know the ability of the author, and the learners, as well as the effectiveness of the method pair check.

Research methods that writers use is method pre- type experiments one group pretest posttest design with engineering penelitian observations, trials, and tests. As for the results of her research are: 1) the author able to plan, implement, and evaluate a study analyzing the performances of drama by using method pair check on grade XI SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung. This is evidenced by the average value of the planning and implementation of learning earned the author of 3.76. As for the details of planning values comprise 3.77, and value the implementation of 3.76. In accordance with the assessment categories that have been set, then the author’s learning planning and execution can be expressed very well (A); 2) grade XI IPA 2 SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung capable of analyzing the performances of drama this is evidenced from the average value of 6.45 pretes category with less, and the average value of postes 87 by category. The difference in the average value of pretes and postes 21.25 i.e. with an increase of 16.25%. This suggests that the ability of the students of Class XI IPA 2 SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung in analyzing staging drama has increased; 3) pair check Method used in analyzing learning effective staging drama. This is proved by the results of the calculation of statistics to calculate $t \geq t_{\text{table}} IE 60.72 \geq 2.09$ in the 95% confidence level with a 5% significant level and degrees of freedom.

Based on these statements, it can be concluded that the method pair check effectively used in learning analyze staging dramas in the grade XI SMA Pasundan 2 Bandung.
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